CLAPHAM ONE : LONDON
Project Manager:		

PH Warr

Structural Engineer:

PEP Group

Contractor:		

United House

Windows:		

Allglass (Anglia)

Pods & window Surrounds : Guttermaster
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External Walls:		

SERS

Contract Value:		

£30 million

Completion:		

August 2012
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CLAPHAM ONE : LONDON

focus on detail | oriel windows
The Clapham One development has been delivered by PPP
(Public Private Partnership) specialists Cathedral Group, working
in partnership with United House and Lambeth Council. In
addition to the new library, the scheme also provides a new
modern GP surgery and some of the most high quality residential
accommodation in the borough.
Lambeth Council provided the site and in return Cathedral
delivered the new public facilities at no cost to the public purse
but funded by the private sector apartments built above the
library and health centre.
The Library Building, designed by Studio Egret West with DLA
Architecture completing the detailed design after planning, is
home to 136 private apartments. The homes are completed to
life time homes standards and code for sustainable homes level
4.

Beneath the apartments is the 1,764m² (19,000 ft²) public Library
and a new 1,844 m² (19849 ft²) Health Centre. The building is
located in the heart of Clapham on the High Street on the site of
a former office block, Mary Seacole House. The Library is a major
new addition to the local community facilities and in addition
to holding more than 20,000 books, it provides a stunning new
performance space for local community groups, as well as
modern meeting room facilities.
Behind the Library is the Health Centre which includes two
separate facilities, the Clapham Family Practice including minor
surgery facilities and a Primary Care Trust Resource Centre. All
are provided on one level, accessed from a shared entrance with
the Library via a ramp to a spacious waiting area with plenty of
natural light from the large feature rooflights.
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There is also a basement car park that provides plant area and the
required parking for the Primary Care Centre and the Library, along
with car parking for the residential homes above.
The apartments are designed in a striking configuration with
curved ends to all the building elements, with not a single ‘corner’
on the entire residential floor plate. The design takes a common
central corridor layout and adapts it to provide corner aspect to
most apartments through cutting back and reorienting the mass.
All corridors have good daylight levels and openable windows to
control overheating in the common areas and provide Automatic
smoke ventilation in the event of a fire.
The building is located adjacent to a major road and therefore
a series of communal terraces have been preferred to the now

ubiquitous balconies. The communal terraces are located on the
southern end of the building on the 7th and 8th floors. They are
landscaped with trees and furniture to provide high quality amenity
space for the residents.
The exterior of the building is designed to be elegant and
unobtrusive. Although the form of the building is unique, the
colouring has been kept purposefully low key. Cladding reinforces
the form of the building, but also gives it a texture that will become
more interesting the closer it is viewed.
Rising above the library and around the corner of the High Street
into St Luke’s Avenue is the residential component in the form of
three white, sculptured volumes.
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FRAMELESS BALUSTRADE WITH TOUGHENED LAMINATED GLASS INFILL AND
WHITE COLOURED INTERLAYER, FIXED INTO A MIRROR POLISHED STAINLESS
STEEL CHANNEL SUPPORT CLAMP. POLYESTER POWDER COATED MILD
STEEL BALUSTRADE STUB SUPPORTS WITH MIRRORED COLLAR FLASHING
AROUND BALCONY PENETRATIONS.

2

BREATHER MEMBRANE, WITH ALL JOINTS LAPPED, TAPED AND SEALED.

3

GRADE 316 STAINLESS STEEL ORIEL WINDOW FLASHING WITH VENTILATION
WEEPHOLES AS REQUIRED, FIXED BACK TO STRUCTURE VIA 1.5MM MILL
FINISH BRACKETS FOR SUPPORT & ROBUSTNESS.

4

ALUMINIUM CLAD TIMBER DOORSET, SECURED TO SLAB VIA CRANKED
WINDOW SUPPORT.

5

REINFORCED CONCRETE CANTILEVERED SLAB.

6

CEMENTITIOUS BOARD WITH ALL JOINTS LAPPED, TAPED AND SEALED.

7

FLOATING ACOUSTIC FLOOR WITH UNDERFLOOR HEATING

8

15MM FORTICRETE SPLITFACE BLOCK SLIPS ONTO 10MM JOINTING
MORTAR.

9

ALSECCO ARMATOP BASECOAT RENDER AND REINFORCEMENT MESH
APPLIED TO EPS INSULATION, WHICH IS SECURED VIA FIXINGS INTO 10MM
PARTICLE BOARD BEHIND, ENSURING THAT FIXING IS SHORT OF THE
BREATHER MEMBRANE BEHIND.

10

25MM TOPHAT DRAINAGE PROFILES

11

6MM PARTICLE BOARD INTO INSULATED DRYWALL SYSTEM.

12

ROCKWOOL LAMELLA CAVITY BARRIER

13

MASTIC SEALANT

14

ALUMINIUM STARTER TRACK AND BASE RAIL EXTENSION

15

GRADE 316 STAINLESS STEEL LINER HEAD ON LINED AND LEVELLED TIMBER
STRUCTURE WITH BONDING SEALANT APPLIED BETWEEN SURFACES.

16

INTERNAL FINISHES

17

INSULATION, VARYING THICKNESS
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Window Surrounds & Pods
A key feature of the façade is the stainless steel window surrounds
and window pods. They were manufactured in polished 316 grade
stainless steel, the intention was for the surfaces to deflect slightly
in use, giving non uniform reflections on the diamond white split
faced block and adding to the complexity of the design.

The soft curvaceous, three-fingered composition breaks up
the massing of the building, gently stepping down to meet the
Georgian house scale of the neighbouring residential streets. A
cantilevered element at the second floor level is supported by a
large, render-clad sculpted column.

In total there were 620 pods required which were delivered to site
flat packed for on-site assembly. Due to the curved surfaces of the
facades and the degree to which the selected windows protrude,
there were no less than 36 variations in the pods and window
surround formats. These where connected to the main building
utilising an Aluzinc fixing system in combination with a unique F
– trim specifically designed for the purpose. These fixing systems
allowed the stainless steel items to be installed once the external
walling and windows were complete therefore reducing possible
damage and minimising the effect of the construction dust on
the polished stainless steel surfaces. The fixings also allowed the
reflective pods to hover from the building surface adding to the
subtlety of the overall design.

External Walls
The original scheme was for a masonry block (Forticrete Hallmark
Diamond White split face block) which is infused with quartz
(sparkling Mica aggregate) adding glistening qualities to the
appearance.
The scheme was progressed through construction as an external
insulated façade system based on the Alsecco external wall
cladding system which utilises a rigid board insulation as an
underlay with the slips adhered to the rendered external face of the
insulation.
The originally specified Forticrete block is a split faced block which
could not be cast, so these were produced by Forticrete from their
standard range. The slips were on average 35mm thick but to
maintain the random appearance of a split faced block, the splits
were cut a specific distance from the back of the blocks to provide
the random appearance. The whole façade was then pointed
together which eliminates the joints associated with panelised slip
systems and additionally eliminates the need for vertical movement
joints, leaving only horizontal joints which are reduced to the
thickness of a standard mortar joint.
The result is a light weight cladding that allows internal work to
be commenced prior to the slips being installed reducing impact
on the construction programme. In addition the system also
provides a clean masonry finish, free from panalisation and joint
lines allowing the cladding material to be the focus. From afar the
masonry finish will have a uniform look, leaving the form of the
building to shine through. When viewed from close-by the finish will
be non-uniform with shadows and bright spots providing texture to
the building.
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